
The   Languages   of   the   Pacific'

By   J.   Macmillan     Brown

One   of   the   fallacies   that   (lo,y   the   science   of   language   is   that
there   are   three   types   of   language,   isolating,   agglutinative   and
inflectional,   separated   strictly   from   one   another.   It   was   one   of
the   too   early   generalisations   of   ]\Iax   Midler   wln^,   coming   from
Germany   with   a   knowledge   of   Sanskrit,   ruled   with   absolute   author-

ity  the   science   of   philology   in   the   English   speaking   world   during
the   latter   part   of   the   nineteenth   century.   This   theory   together
with   the   idea   that   all   classical   myths   have   a   philological   origin,   is
now   discounted.   It   is   found   that   almost   all   languages   have   some
trace   or   relic   of   each   type.

The   Chinese   is   taken   as   the   typical   instance   of   the   isolating
language  ;   each   word   may   be   used   in   various   grammatical   relations
without   any   formal   element   to   indicate   these   relations.   But   modern
English   has   become   practically   an   isolating   language   with   only
particles   to   indicate   these   relationships   and   a   few   relics   in   the
pronouns   of   the   old   inflectional   system.   Polynesian   is   on   the   same
footing;   a   worrl   may   be   a   noun,   a   verb   or   an   adjective   without   any
distinctive   formal   mark  :   and   particles   indicate   the   relationship,
whilst   in   the   pronouns,   as   in   English,   there   remains   a   few   relics
of   inflection.   The   Japanese   is   the   Pacific   (^cean   language   that   best
illustrates   the   agglutinating   t}-pe.   The   formal   elements   retain   so
much   of   their   original   indei)endence   that   a(lverl),s   and   honorific
words   may   he   thrust   in   between   them   and   the   words   they   pilot
grammatically.   Ihit   the   language   has   nnich   that   may   be   said   to   be
inflectional   and   has   some   trace   of   the   isolating.   English,   likewise,
shows   a   tendency   to   the   agglutinative   in,   for   example,   the   frequent
separation   of   the   formal   to   of   the   infinitive   by   an   adverb,   or   even   a
phrase,   from   the   verb.   So   in   Polynesian   the   ia,   a.   that   added   to   the
verb   makes   the   passive,   shows   in   some   groups   a   tendency   to   assert
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its   indcpendctu-e   and   be   separated   from   its   verb.   (   )f   the   inflectional
t\'pe   the   best   instances   are   fonnd   in   the   Indi   i-b.nn   ijjcan   tongues.
Latin   is   hiL^hh   inllectional,   (.reek   still   more   .so,   and   vSanskrit   most
of   all.   in   Tolynesirm   the   inflections   of   the   dual   and   i)lnral   pers<inal
prononns   still   rex'eal   their   origin;   the   dnal   ol   the   first   jverson   is
iiKiiiii   or   kaiKi.   of   the   third   /(///(/.-   here   the   adilition   of   //(/   is   evidently
for   the   numeral   liui;   the   plural   of   the   first   i>   uuiknu   or   kakoii   and
of   the   third   hihoii:   this   ai;'ain   shows   its   origin   in   kohi,   three.
These   inflections   for   the   plural   were   manifestly   formed   at   a   most
primitive   linguistic   stage   when   the   ancestral   speakers   of   Polynesian
did   not   count   beyond   three   ;   one   and   two   were   delinite,   three   was
all   beyond,   the   indefinite.   This   must   have   been   before   they   launched
out   into   the   Pacific,   for   there   ior   the   first   time   they   counted   up   to
five  ;   //;/;(/   for   five   is   practically   imiversal   in   the   so-called   Malayo-
Polynesian   languages:   but   they   had   been   able   to   count   up   to   four
before   they   left   the   sphere   of   influence   of   the   Indo-European
languages.   "(3ne"   varies   most   of   all   the   numerals.   IV)lynesian
rua   for   two   is   the   Latin   duo,   English   t-Zi'o  ;   for   the   sound-law   that
makes   /   or   r   and   (/   interchangeable   existed   as   strongly   in   early
Indo-European   as   it   does   in   Polynesian   and   Malay.   Latin   lacr\um.
Old   Latin   dakniiiia.   is   Greek   dakni,   Gothic   tai^^ra.   .\nglo-Saxon
tcai^^or.   tear.   Polynesian   torn   or   foli(   is   the   uncontracted   form   of
Latin   trcs,   German   drei.   English   three;   whilst   Polynesian   wha,
four,   is   Latin   quatuor.   Sanskrit   catvar,   Anglo-Saxon   fcoTcr.   There
is   no   trace   of   "five"   in   Polynesian   or   of   lima   as   a   numeral   in   any
Indo-European   tongue.   Yet   the   Polynesian   must   have   retained
some   consciousness   of   the   old   European   for   one.   (Latin   junis.   Old
Latin   oiiios),   for   in   counting   on   the   second   hand,   six   is   ono,   i.   e.,
number   one   of   the   second   hand.   JJ'hitii   for   "seven"   retains   a

trace   of   "septem"   (from   sa-pita).   It   is   probably   a   modification   of
"u'hiti,"   to   cross   over,   Hawaiian   Itiki,   to   come,   to   rise,   just   as   "trcs"
is   from   "tara"   to   cross   over.   The   Polynesian   forms   for   eight
(warn)   and   nitie   diva)   belong   to   that   by   no   means   uncommon
method   of   counting   from   the   highest   number   counted   downwards
by   subtraction   ;   thus   e.   g.   the   inimbers   between   five   and   ten   in   Yap
are   ten   minus   one,   two,   etc.,   which   may   be   compared   with   the
Roman   numeration   IV,   IX,   XL,   XC.   Malay   also   expresses   99,   98,
97,   etc.,   by   "hundred   minus   i,   2,   3,   etc."      IVa   is   a   common   Poly-
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nesian   word   for   interval   or   "space   between";   8   (zvari{)=io  —  (space
between   or   minus   ji*,   9   (iz^'a  )^=onii  —  from   10.   Lima,   the   word
for   five,   is   not   without   trace   in   European,   though   not   as   a   numeral.
There   is   a   European   root   form,   "ri>iia,"   meaning   "row,   iniiiibers,
z'erse."   In   Old   Norse   riin=icalciidar,   I'd'se.   In   old   Irish   riui=
n  limber.   In   Old   High   German   Rim^roi^',   niimher,   German   Reim=
English   rhyme.   Compare   the   Greek   arithiiios,   a   number,   iierifos,
countless.   It   is   from   the   same   root   as   ra,   to   arrange,   to   fit,   Latin
reri,   to   think,   ratio,   read,   reckon,   hundred.   The   original   form   is
ra,   Maori   rarangi,   line,   rank,   row.   The   ri   form   is   seen   in   zchakarite,
to   arrange,   put   in   order,   Hawaiian   like,   to   be   like.   Many   of   the
languages   use   lima   not   only   for   "five"   but   for   "hand,"   evidently
meaning   "the   counter,""   but   in   Maori   and   Fijian   the   word   for   hand
is   "ringa,"   implying   that   "ma,"   was   felt   to   be   an   affix,   just   as   nga   is.
We   may   say   then   that   the   Polynesian   ancestors   were   only   feeling
their   way   up   first   beyond   three   and   then   beyond   five.   They   were
feeling   their   way   towards   "tekau"   which   first   meant   "7/;^   company,"
"the   lot."   and,   when   they   counted   beyond,   came   to   be   "ten"   or   in
some   "eleven."   (Compare   kaii,   company,   \ot,=   iigahii-ru,   Gilbertese
tengaiin=^io,   Tongan   //^bundle,   kehiii,   flock.  )   The   Hawaiian   "umi"
easily   meant   at   first   "the   measure.""   The   usual   Polynesian   ngahuru,
for   "ten,"   becomes   in   Malay   "sapiiloh"   by   prefixing   "^a"=one,   to
piiloh,   ecjuivalent   to   Jiiirii,   the   hair.   Sapuhh   means   the   bunch   of
hairs,   nga,   the   plural   article   in   Maori,   being   replaced   by   sa,   and
hunt,   brushwood,   coarse   hair,   in   English   "wool."

The   true   classitication   of   linguistic   affinities   is   not   by   their
grammar,   but   by   their   phonology,   i.   e.   the   range   of   sounds   and
sound   laws   that   belong   to   them.   The   organs   of   speech   do   not
change   unless   the   climatic   environment   is   changed,   or   the   mothers.
To   shift   from   the   temperate   zone   to   the   tropics   relaxes   all   the
tissues,   including   the   tissues   of   the   speech   organs   ;   to   shift   in   the
opposite   direction   gives   them   greater   tensity   and   vigor.   And   if
at   the   age   of   the   moulding   of   a   man,   i.   e.   from   infancy   to   seven
years   old,   he   is   set   in   a   difl:'erent   speech-environment   from   that   of
his   ancestry   his   speech   organs   will   be   different.   It   is   the   mother
or   nurse   that   creates   the   phonological   capacity   of   a   man   or   woman.
The   speech   organs   are   set   practically   for   life   during   the   first   seven
years,   the   period   when   it   is   the   mother   that   is   the   dominant   influence.
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If   tliereh   irc   Uktc   i^   a   (lillereiicc   l)L'l\\cL-n   the   Polynesian   phonology
and   thai   ol   those   to   the   west   ol   it   we   may   assume   that   it   was   a
change   of   mothers   that   caused   it:   t'or   right   through   the   seven
thousand   miles   from   Tonga   to   the   coast   of   India   the   climatic
enviromnent   is   j^ractically   the   same,   moist   heat   governed   hy   regular-
1\-   hliiwing   winds.

Xow   the   phonology   of   the   Polynesian   dialects   dilTers   hy   a
whole   world   from   that   of   all   the   languages   to   the   west   of   it.   The
former   have   only   twelve   to   fifteen   sounds,   the   five   vowels   and   seven
to   ten   consonants,   the   most   primitive   outfit   that   any   language   in
the   world   has.   As   soon   as   you   step   out   of   Polynesia   westward,
say   from   Tonga   to   the   neighboring   Fiji,   the   language   has   from
twenty   to   thirty   sounds,   and   this   holds   right   to   the   coast   of   India
and   all   through   India.   Further,   there   are   sounds   to   these   languages
to   the   west   that   no   Polynesian   could   l:)y   any   training   be   made   capable
of   pronouncing,   nay   that   no   European   could,   i.e.   the   speech   organs
are   ab.solutely   different   in   the   two   regions.   One   instance   is   the
c}=kpz^<   of   Melanesia.   I)Ut   the   fundamental   principle   that   divides
Polynesian   plionologically   from   all   to   the   west   is   that   it   must   close
a   syllable   or   a   word   with   a   vowel,   and   it   cannot   pronounce   twd
consonants   together.   All   the   languages   to   the   west   can   not   only
close   a   word   with   a   consonant,   but   many   of   them   (including   Malay)
prefer   to   do   so.   The   only   tw'o   languages   in   the   Pacific   Ocean   that
have   the   same   phonological   laws   are   Japanese,   away   to   the   north-

west,  and   Quichua.   away   to   the   southeast  ;   but   the   former   is
grammatically   of   a   different   type,   the   agglutinative,   and   the   latter,
though   almost   grammarless,   like   Polynesian,   has   inflections   only   in
the   pronouns,   including   the   strange   Polynesian   characteristic   of   a
different   form   in   the   first   person   for   the   plural   that   includes   those
spoken   to   and   the   plural   that   excludes   those   spoken   to.   I   have   found
Init   a   small   i)ercentage   of   Ouichua   words   or   roots   the   same   as   in
Polyne-sjan,   while   the   range   of   sounds   in   Japanese   is   nearly   the   same
as   in   Polynesian.

There   is   one   other   characteristic   of   Polynesian   phonology   that
almost   puts   out   of   court   the   accepted   theory   that   the   Polynesian
languages   came   from   India   or   the   Malay   archipelago.   They   are
divided   into   /   languages   and   r   languages.   In   P'olynesia   /   has   a
little   of   the   trill   of   the   r   and   the   r   has   somewdiat   of   the   licjuidity   of
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of   the   /   so   that   it   is   easy   for   one   to   pass   into   the   other.   But   the
southern   groups   have   a   preference   for   the   r   sound,   so   that   the
missionaries   have   always   written   this   consonant   in   their   language
as   r,   whilst   the   northern   have   a   preference   for   the   /   sound  ;   these
are   Tonga,   Samoa,   Futuna,   Tokelau   and   Hawaii  :   all   the   rest   except
Marquesas   use   r;   that   group   has   a   rule   neither   r   nor   /.   If   we
step   out   of   Polynesia   and   g'o   west,   every   language   uses   both   r   and   /.
I   should   like   to   have   explained   to   me   how,   if   the   Polynesian
languages   came   east   into   the   central   and   eastern   Pacific,   they   were

•   able   to   divide   off   the   /   speakers   and   the   r   speakers   after   coming
through   seven   thousand   miles   of   languages   that   used   botJi   r   and   /.
Undoubtedly   in   the   now   submerged   fatherland,   Hawaiki,   probably
lying   well   to   the   south   of   the   equator   and   to   the   east   of   Samoa   and
Tonga   and   the   Tokelau   group,   the   peoples   in   the   north   and   north-

west of  it  preferred  the  /,  those  in  the  south  and  southeast  preferred
the   r;   though   the   preference   had   not   grown   as   pronounced   as   it   is
now,   it   had   been   made   perhaps   through   that   contradictoriness   which
dictates   the   fashions   of   neighbors,   probably   more   pronounced   because
the   northern   tribes   were   nearer   the   equator   and   preferred   the
sound   that   needed   less   tensity   and   energy   in   the   organs   of   speech
That   Hawaiki   was   to   the   east   of   Samoa   and   Tonga   is   evident   in
the   fact   that   the   spirit   land   of   the   two   groups   is   not   Hawaiki,   but
Bulotu,   which   is   probably   from   the   Fijian   biilubulii,   the   grave,   and
/;/(///,   the   abode   of   departed   spirits,   modified   by   the   Polynesian
purotu,   pure,   pleasant,   agreeable,   soft,   delicate,   beautiful.   Burotn
is   in   Fiji   the   residence   of   the   gods   and   the   place   of   spirits;   so   it   is
in   Samoa   and   Tonga.   Next   to   the   northern   tribes   of   Hawaiki   must
have   lived   the   Tahitians,   for   they,   like   the   Samoans   and   Hawaiians,
eliminated   the   guttural   k   that   had   come   with   the   primeval   Polynes-

ians  from   the   colder   north   and   continued   in   all   the   languages   that,
like   those   of   Tonga,   the   Maoris,   the   Paumotus   and   the   Austral
Islands,   Mangareva   and   Easter   Island,   drifted   further   south   into   a
colder   zone.   But,   to   show   the   influence   of   climate   on   the   organs   of
speech,   the   Hawaiians,   when   they   got   up   to   the   borders   of   the
temperate   zone,   though   they   did   not   restore   the   primeval   k,   began   to
substitute   for   it   the   t   of   all   the   other   Polynesian   dialects.   The
Marquesans   had   already   begun   on   Hawaiki   to   avoid   the   rolling   r
and   the   liquid   /   and   when   they   reached   the   steep-to   islands   in   which
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they   afterwards   sellled,   they   ahnost   thoui^h   Hdl   ((uite   completed   the
])rocess;   there   are   onl_\   a   tew   words   in   their   hm^ua^e   that   retain
the   r.   They   also   showed   the   same   tendenc}   as   the   Hawaiian   to
substitute   k   for   t,   though   the   tendency   did   not   proceed   to   the   full
length   of   the   northern   language.   Kanlni   is   the   Marquesan   salutation
ecjuivalent   to   the   Hawaiian   aloha.   Yet   the   k   sometimes   disappears
in   Marcpiesan   ;   for   it   is   only   from   eight   to   ten   degrees   .south   of   the
equator   and   has   sufficient   moist   heat   to   create   languor   in   the   organs
of  speech.

Thus   we   have   in   the   different   branches   of   this,   the   most

primitive   of   languages,   fully   developed   a   phonological   law-   as   strict
as   Grimm's   Law   amongst   the   Indo-European   and   far   wider   in   its
application;   it   dominates   not   jnerely   the   explosive   consonants,
(t,   p,   k)   as   in   the   Indo-European   language,   but   the   liquids   and
sibilants,   r,   /,   .y,   sii   and   /;,   and   even   the   nasal   con.sonants,   ;/,   ng.
If   we   know   the   form   that   a   word   common   to   most   takes   in   any   one
of   the   Polynesian   languages,   we   know   the   form   it   takes   in   every
other,   provided   we   know   this   strict   sound   law.   There   is   one
exceptional   sound,   ch   or   iz,   w'hich   appears   in   Tongan   and   Moriori,
w'hilst   Tongan   has   a   h   instead   of   the   usual   p.   This   must   be   due
to   the   long   intercourse   of   Tonga   with   Fiji   which   had   a   phonology
more   Melanesian   than   Polynesian.   Strangely   enough   this   ts   sound
also   belongs   to   Japanese,   whilst   the   ch   form   of   it   belongs   to   Ainu.
But   b   is   purely   Fijian   and   is   in   fact   in   that   language   nih.

This   regularity   of   consonantal   change   in   the   various   dialects
of   Polynesian   is   a   characteristic   that   completely   differentiates   it
from   all   those   to   the   west,   the   Micronesian   and   especially   Papuan
and   Melanesian.   In   these   there   is   phonological   chaos   in   their   rela-

tionships. As  a  rule  neighboring  villages  in  Melanesia  and  Papua
cannot   understand   each   other's   language   though   only   a   few   miles
apart,   whilst   the   Maori   can   understand   the   Rarotongan   or   Tahitian
or   Hawaiian   after   a   brief   acquaintance   with   the   con.sonantal
changes.   And   in   Hawaiki   this   tendency   to   consonantal   decay   must
have   been   widespread,   the   change   that   is   complete   in   one   or   more
of   these   groups   occurs   sporadically   in   all   the   rest.   Take   as   an
example   the   loss   of   h   which   is   universal   in   Tahitian,   Samoan   and
Hawaiian.   In   Maori   it   is   quite   common   to   find   two   words   meaning
the   same,   one   with   the   h.   the   other   without   it;   two   or   three   will
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suffice,   kapo,   to   snatch,   and   apo,   to   grasp:   kita,   tight,   fast,   and   /7a,
tight,   fast  ;   and   koti,   to   cut,   and   oti,   finish.

Fornander   points   out   how   some,   if   not   all   of   these,   are   paralleled
in   the   Indo-European   languages.   The   substitution   of   .!>   in   Samoan
for   the   h   of   the   other   dialects   occurs   also   in   Sanskrit,   Latin,   Gothic,
Iranian,   Greek   and   Cynu-ic.   The   change   of   ng   of   Samoan,   Maori
and   other   southern   dialects   into   ;/   in   Tahitian   and   Hawaiian   has   its

parallel   in   the   substitution   of   ;;   in   Slavonic   for   the   ng   of   Sanskrit,
Zend,   Latin   and   other   European   tongues.   The   r   was   interchange-

able  with   /   in   Indo-European   as   in   Polynesian,   and   both   were   often
changed   into   d   in   both   linguistic   spheres.   It   is   not   infrequent   to
find   roots   in   both   spheres   that   have   forms   with   and   without   the
<r   or   /,   with   and   without   the   k,   and   with   t   for   k.   Further   I   have
found   in   my   analysis   of   Polynesian   roots   and   words   that   ni   and   /
are   moveable   prefixes   like   //,   e.g.   nioti,   finished,   and   oti,   finished;
nuDiiunann,   rotten,   and   aiiuanu,   disgusting;   /;/(/,   the   back,   and   na,
the   backbone;   torctore,   to   split   into   strips,   and   Jiorc,   to   split   ofl:"  :   tii,
to   be   strong,   to   stand,   and  //,   to   be   firm;   tnJii,   to   tattoo,   and  ;//;/,   the
puncturing   instrument.   This   occurs   also   in   Indo-European   roots.
In   fact,   as   Fornander   points   out,   the   primitive   Aryan   language   must
have   had   exactly   the   same   range   of   consonants   as   Polynesian   and
though   the   process   was   not   carried   so   widely   among   the   vowels,
the   decadence   and   interchange   of   consonants   had   begun.   The   home-

land  of   the   primeval   Aryan   is   now   accepted   as   in   Europe   between
the   Baltic   and   the   Black   Sea,   and   that   was   a   cold   region   in   which
the   organs   of   speech   were   capable   of   difl:erent   consonantal   sounds  ;
whilst   the   environment   of   Polynesian   after   it   reached   the   Pacific
was   tropical   and   exactly   suited   to   the   decay   of   the   consonants.

But   the   vowels   in   Polynesian,   though   not   so   unstable   as   the
consonants   still   tend   to   interchange   mutually,   especially   in   the   un-

accented syllable.  A  few  instances  will  sufl:ce ;  keo,  or  kca,  white;
inut,   uiiiii   and   oina,   oven   (here   i   =   o^ii   and   u^a)   ;   tohunga   in
Maori,   kalinna   in   Hawaiian   and   tiifunga   in   Tongan   and   Samoan;
Hawaiian   anoni   and   aniine.   to   mix   up;   Hawaiian   api,   the   beating
of   the   pulse,   and   Maori   kakapa,   to   throb;   Hawaiian   zveo   and   zvea,
red;   Hawaiian   eiilu,   a   branch   cut   ofif   to   be   planted   again,   Maori   Jutri,
a   sprout,   and   Hawaiian   //////',   kalo   tops   for   planting;   Hawaiian   io,
to   flee   from   fear,   and   Maori   ihi,   to   shudder.      So   the   double   vowel
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ail   passo   into   o   and   iw   passes   into   c.   As   I   liavc   pniccTclccl   in   ni\-
anahsis   of   llic   I  '<   )l\ncsian   lanj^uaj^cs,   1   l)c'Oonic   more   and   more
astonislied   at   the   traditional   statement   that   llie   I'olxnesian   N'owels
are   stahk-.   Wdiat   I   shonld   sla_\'   is   tliat   tlie_\-   are   only   a   little   less   nn-
stable   than   the   eonsonants,   withont   an\-   method   or   law   in   their   insta-
hililx-;   the\-   are   cai)rieionsl\-   nnstahle   whilst   the   I  'olxnesian   consonants
eliani^e   according"   to   a   fixed   law.   The   most   stable   of   the   vowels
and   the   most   ])redominant   is   a.   Likewise   in   Indo-luiropean.   tliere
are   ten   roots   in   a   for   one   in   each   of   the   other   vowels,   it   is   almost

as   strong-   in   I  'ol_\nesian.   In   other   words   </   was   the   i:)rimeval   vowei
in   both   lndo-l{uropean   and   Polynesian   ;   the   others   are   bnt   variations
from   it,   the   commonest   series   Ijcin^-   a,   c\   i   and   a.   a.   u.   lint   the
Jndo-Etiropean   tongnes,   as   they   have   shifted   away   from   their   birth-
land,   have   become   more   and   more   consonantal,   which   means   that   they
have   changed   their   climatic   environment   or   the   mothers   of   the
generations.   This   increase   of   consonantalism   has   arisen   largely
from   the   elision   of   vowels.   Thns   it   has   come   about   that   double

consonants   are   fairh'   frecpient,   es])eciall\'   .v   with   the   other   conson-
ants. 1  fancv  that  this  has  come  about  through  ttsing  an  em]:)hatie

])ref!x   .s-</   and   then   dro])ping   its   vowel.   Take,   for   exami)le,   the   root
skar,   to   cut,   and   kar,   English   shear,   in   fyatin   ciirfiis,   nuitilated,
.\ng"lo-Saxon   here,   an   ariuy.   //(//'i^/a;/,   to   harry.   German   Hcrcog,   a
dtike,   English   liarbDiir;   thence   hcni,   a   sword,   (yothic   hacnis.   Root
skal.   to   split,   Angi<i-Saxon   scohi.   a   division,   and   hcil.   to   scale,   to
strike,   Angdo-Saxon   Jicalt.   halt,   hilt   and   ///'/(/,   war,   Latin   pcrccUcrc.
to   thrust,   to   strike,   chides,   slaughter,   i^ladiiis,   a   sword  ;   root   skal,
to   be   liable   for   fine   for   having   killed.   Anglo-Saxon   seylcl.   a   del)t,
shoiilil.   shall:   root   ala.   an   ai^'l.   Angk)-Saxon   al:   root   ar,   to   cut,   to
loosen,   Latin   aratniiii.   a   ])lough,   arvuin.   a   field   plowed   but   not   sown,
earfJi,   ear.   to   plow,   to   till:   Polynesian   kari.   to   dig;   Llawaiian   ali
a   scar.   Take   one   or   two   instances   of   other   letters,   root   stiit.   to
push,   Latin   fiiiulere.   to   beat   with   repeated   strokes:   German   stosseii.
to  push,   to  strike  :   root  slit,   to  tear,   German  sehleisseii,   to  slit,   to  split  :
Englisli   slice,   and   Latin   laedere.   to   strike   or   dash   with   force   against
any   thing:   root   .s7//,   to   ,s7/;//,   German   schliessen.   English   slot,   and
root   liilc.   to   shut,   English   lock:   root   si'ar.   to   speak,   to   sz'.'car,   to
ans7ver:   and   x'ar.   to   speak,   Latin   rerhiini.   "ii'ord.

We    can    see   then    that    the     rn(l()-Euro])ean     languages    have   as
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greatl}      clianged     from     the     primeval,     or     archetype     language,     as
English   has   changed   from   Anglo-Saxon,   or   Italian   from   Latin.      It
is     generally     by    contact   -   with   other    peoples,     most     eilectually     by
change   of   mothers   or    household    environment    that    these    changes
occur,   where   there   is   no   change   in   latitude.      But   it   is   the   vowels
that   show   the   least   change,   for   they   are   the   product   of   the   larnyx
and   internal   organs   of   the   throat.      The   consonants   are   manipulated
by   the   external   parts   of   the   organs   of   speech   which   are   more   affected
by   changes   of   temperature   and   moisture.      In   assigning   a   place   to   a
language   we   must   never   forget   this   distinction   between   the   vowels,
the   products   of   the   protected   organs   of   speech,   and   the   consonants,
the   products   of   the   unprotected   and   manipulative   organs   of   speech,
the   palate,   tongue,   teeth   and   lips.      In   Indo-European   and   in   Poly-

nesian the  vowels  are  naturally  therefore  the  least  subject  to  change,
the   least   unstable.      In   both   it   is   the   consonants   that   have   been   most

subject   to   change.      But   it   is   the   Indo-European   that   has   shown   the
most   change.      It   has   split   up   each   of   its   explosive   consonants,   those
of   tile   lips,   teeth   and   palate   into   three,    (p,   b,   f;   t,   d,   th  ;   k,   g,   gh),
and   has   thus   added   six   sounds   to   its   original   range.      That   this   was
the   case   is   shown   by   the   discovery   of   a   new   Aryan   language   by   Sir
Aurel   Stein   in   Chinese   Turkestan,   some   seven   or   eight   years   ago.
He   found   a   manuscript   in   the   ruins   of   a   Bttddhist   city   written   in   an
unknown   tongue   that   was   spoken   by   a   people,   the   Tochari,   included
during   Roman   times   in   the   Bactrian   empire.      It   was   found   to   be   a
pure   Aryan   tongue   of   the   European   type   before   the   consonants   had
changed:    it   had   only   one   dental,   one    labial   and   one    palatal.      If
Polynesian   is   not   merely   a   language   that   has   an   Aryan   element   in   it,
as   Fornander   very   thoughtfully   proved,   but   is   an   Aryan   language
itself,   as   he   declared,   then   it   parted   from   the   primeval   European
type   before   the   consonantal   changes   had   gone   far.      It   has   t,   k,   and
in   most   of   its   dialects   p,   but   Tongan   shows   the   change   of   />   to   b
as   it   shows   the   change   from   t   to   ch   or   t::.      Primeval   Aryan   as   it   is
seen   in   Tocharish   has   the   same   range   of   sounds   as   Polynesian   and
practically   the   same   sounds   and   number   of   sounds.      It   showed   the
same   tendencies   to   drop   k,   to   make   t   and   k   interchangeable,   to   elide
r   or   make   it   interchangeable   with   /   or   d,   to   substitute   ,?   for   h,   f   for
ich,   and   //    for   ng.      Its   fundamental   vowel   was   a;   and   so   it   is   in
Polynesian.      Look   in   the   Hawaiian   dictionary   and   you   will   find   ten
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times   as   many   words   with   a   as   the   vowel   as   those   with   any   one   of
the   other   four   vowels,   c,   i.   o.   it.   h'rom   a   in   l)oth   languatJes   there
are   two   series   of   nuitations   (•   and   /'   on   the   one   hand   and   o   and   ;(-
on   the   other.   if   von   look   into   l'"ick's   indo-I'.nropean   dictionary,
yon   will   find   ten   times   more   roots   with   (/   as   the   vowel   than   those
tliat   have   c   or   /,   o   or   ;(.   And   as   far   as   I   can   judge   hy   analysis   of
the   roots   of   more   than   one   syllable   or   two   letters,   they   are   all
reducible   to   roots   of   one   or   two   sounds,   a   pure   vowel   or   a   consonant
and   a   vowel.   In   other   words   i)rimeval   Indo-European   had   the   same
sound   law   as   Polynesian,   i.   e.   it   preferred   to   close   a   syllable   or   word
with   a    vowel.

There   is   one   other   point   that   the   discovery   of   Tocharish   settles,
it   is   that   the   western   European   type   of   language   came   east   into
Asia.   Aryan   languages   are   divided   into   two   sections   by   a   line   drawn
from   the   Baltic   to   the   Black   Sea.   West   of   that   all   the   languages
retain   the   original   A'   sound.   East   of   it   all   reduce   it   to   a   sibilant,   at
least   all   till   Tocharish   was   discovered.   The   former   are   called   by
philologists   the   centiiiii   languages   from   the   Latin   word   for   one   hun-

dred ;   the  latter  the  Sato  languages  from  the  Sanskrit   word  for  one
hundred.   Tocharish   retains   the   k   unchanged   to   s,   and   must   there-

fore have  come  east  long  before  Sanskrit  hived  ofif  and  traveled  into
Asia.   Polynesian   also   retains   the   k   unchanged   into   jr,   and   it   too
with   the   same   sound-range   as   Tocharish   and   the   primeval   Aryan
languages   must   have   traveled   from   Europe   west   of   the   line   between
the   Baltic   and   the   Black   Sea   through   Asia,   long   before   Sanskrit
began   its   long   migration   into   India   or   even   began   its   elatorate
inflectional   system.   That   inflectional   system   had   begun   before   it
completely   separated   from   its   cousins  ;   for   many   of   its   inflections
have   close   kinship   wdth   those   of   Greek,   Latin   and   the   Teutonic
languages.   Even   Polynesian,   which   shows   an   extremely   primitive
beginning   of   inflections   in   the   personal   pronouns   (the   dual   in   ua
and   the   ])lural   in   on   ),   must   have   hived   off   and   gone   east   before   the
inflectionalism   had   developed   to   any   great   extent.   There   could   have
been   little   or   no   formal   grammar,   as   we   can   see   in   Tocharish   ;   the
same   word   could   be   used   as   noun,   adjective,   adverb   or   verb;   and
particles   supplied   the   cement   or   binding   element   of   the   sentence.

Of   course   every   dialect   of   Polynesia   has   a   large   percentage
of   its   words   and   roots   pecidiar   to   itself  ;   Hawaiian   has,    I    should
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think,   at   least   thirty   per   cent   of   such,   but   this   is   no   proof   of   any
ahen   infiltration,   but   only   of   mitrrations   from   the   sinking   fatherland
Hawaiki,   to   the   group,   separated   by   so   long   intervals   of   time   as   to
allow   of   the   disuse   of   one   set   of   words   in   the   mother   tongue   and   the
loss   of   aui^ther   set   in   the   new   land.   For   they   have   all   the   same
phonology,   figurative   application   and   transparency   of   composition
that   distinguish   all   the   Polynesian   dialects.

The   languages   of   Melanesia   and   coastal   Papua,   away   to   the   west
of   Polynesia,   have   only   a   small   percentage   of   their   vocabularies   in
any   way   to   be   identified   with   Polynesian   words,   and   as   a   rule   these
are   greatly   mutilated   and   often   difiicult   to   recognize.   I   gave   some
few   words   in   my   previous   lecture,   which   going   right   through   to   the
Malay   archipelago   yet   found   their   derivation   only   in   Polynesian;
as   e.   g.   bia   or   pia   the   sago   tree,   but   in   Polynesian   "exudation"   from
pi   which   is   used   in   that   language   in   the   sense   of   "   to   exude."   I   will
add   one   more;   the   Polynesian   wahinc,   a   woman,   comes   from   zva^^
"set   apart"   and   hine.   "a   girl,"   but   it   goes   away   west   into   Indonesia
in   many   dififerent   forms   as   e.   g.   fafeii,   vaiiie,   aiiie.   babiiieh.   I   could
easily   give   scores   of   others.   I   doubt   greatly   if   the   implication   in   the
term   "Malayo-Polynesian"   that   these   languages   are   all   akin   is
correct.   For   though   they   are   to   some   extent   grammarless   like
Polynesian,   they   have   much   more   formal   grammar   than   Polynesian.
In   the   Melanesian   and   coastal   Papuan   and   to   a   small   extent   in   the
Micronesian   and   Indonesian   languages   there   is   a   shorter   form   of   the
personal   pronoun   used   as   an   afiix   to   the   noun.   These   are   so   much
more   primitive   in   their   linguistic   and   intellectual   development   that
they   cannot   think   of   a   thing   but   as   belonging   to   some   personality  ;
it   is   always   mine   or   yours   or   his.   The   Polynesians   have   no   mental
primitiveness   of   this   kind,   they   can   think   of   a   thing   in   itself   and
apart   from   its   possession   by   a   person.   So   in   the   Polynesian   dialects
(chiefly   in   Hawaiian)   there   is   only   a   trace   of   a   grammatical   habit
that   is   found   largely   in   the   Indonesian   languages   and   is   almo.st
universal   in   the   languages   between   Polynesia   and   the   Malay   archi-

pelago.  They   cannot   use   the   numerals   except   with   classifying
particles  ;   flat   things   have   one   special   particle   to   themselves   when
being   counted,   and   round   things   another   aixl   so   on.   A   third
characteristic   of   those   languages   to   the   west   is   the   use   of   an   infix,
i.   e.   the   insertion   of   a   significant   syllable   right   into   the   heart   of   a
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word.   I  '()1\   iK'sian   and   Aryan   show   no   sii^n   of   this.   These   char-
acteristics rcN'eal  a  (HfTerent  linmii>tio  attitude  of  mind  from  Poly-

nesian and    Indo-European.
The   hn^nistic   attitude   of   l'(il\nesia   faces   nortli   towards

Ia])anese   and   Ainn   which   have   ,L;ot   no   such   restriction   on   their
use   oi   noun.s   and   numerals.   That   the   Polynesian   vocahtilary   looks
also   to   some   extent   in   that   direction   will   he   ai)i)arent   from   a   few
examples.   (   i   )   ilawaiiau   //;///,   kalo   tops   for   planting",   Samoan   uU,
sprouts   of   taro.   .\ino   chi   tirip.   the   Japanese   taro-vam,   Ja])anese   uri,
a   melon.   (2)   Aia<iri   takutalm,   to   recite   incantations,   v^am(jau   ta'ii,
{'•   tell.   Ainu   ilak.   to   speak,   word,   speech.   (3)   Maori   taiii^o,   to
handle,   .^amoan   Idia^^o,   to   touch.   (Latin   tair^o),   Malay   tani:;aii.   the
hand.   .\inu   fck.   the   hand.   (4)   Maori   toko,   to   spruit^'   u])   in   the
mind,   .\inti   fok   or   tiik,   to   ,c^ro\v,   project.   (-,)   Maori   toko,   a   pole.
(En_giish   stock).   jai)anese   oko,   a   jiole   for   carrying-   burdens.   (6)
Maori   /^o.   the   under   world,   .\inu   /^ok.   beneath,   under.   (7)   Maori
tolii.   to   ctit,   Ainu   ////'.   to   cut.   (8)   ^Sfaori   tuhl.   to   tattoo.   Japanese
toji,   to   prick,   to   sew.   (9)   Maori   toiiia.   a   burial   place;   Ainu   foma,
a   mat   for   rolling-   the   dead   in.   (10)   Maori   'fit.   the   god   who   propped
up   the   heaven,   then   god   of   war;   Ainti   tiintit.   a   ]m11o\v.   chief   support
of   a   building,   hence   God   as   the   uphuilder   of   the   universe.   (11)
Maori   fitpo,   a   tomb,   a   cave   or   hiding   ])lace   for   the   bones   of   the
dead,   tupapakit.   a   dead   body;   .\inu   titinhu.   a   room,   house.   (12)
■Maori   titki,   (Tongan   /.v///o/').   to   thrust   or   strike   with   anything   end-
wdse  :   Japanese   tsttki.   to   thrust,   or   strike   with   anything   pointed.
(13)   Maori   ana.   a   cave;   Japanese   ana.   a   cave.   ("14)   Maori   z^'hau.
(Hawaiian   /;(/;/   ).   the   hibiscus   from   whose   bark   ka/^a   and   cords   were
made;   r^)lynesian   uiite,   (Hawaiian   7i'aiike).   the   ])a])er   nuilherry,
from   Hawaiian   aim.   to   clothe;   or   the   soaked   hark   of   the   nuilberrw
equal   to   Maori   kalni.   a   garment,   kakahu.   to   clothe;   Japanese   kazn.
the   paper   mulberry.   (15)   Polynesian   (////,   hre  ;   .Vinu   aJic.   fire;
Japanese   lu,   fire.   (t6)   Polynesian   ai.   to   beget;   Japanese   ai.   love.
(17)   Tongan   anio.   to   use   friction   on   the   body;   Futuna   aimniino.
to   rub   a   sick   person   lightly;   .\inu   mniisa.   to   stroke   the   head   as
salutation.   These   have   been   taken   at   random   out   of   scores   of

examples   1    have   marked   down   in   my    .Ma:)ri    dictionarv.
I   must   not   weary   you   by   too   many   examples   of   the   affinity   of

the   Polynesian   words   to   European   ;   Fornander   has   done   it   to   some
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extent   in   his   tliird   volume,   and   though   a   percentage   of   his   examples
are   inaccurate   because   he   has   failed   to   get   at   the   root   of   either   the
Polynesian   word   or   the   European   and   so   compared   a   root   element
with   a   merely   formative   element,   seventy-five   per   cent   of   his   com-

parisons  are   on   the   wh(jle   correct   and   even   scientific.   1   have
hundreds   of   others:   a   few   will   suflice.   (i)   We   all   know   the
Hawaiian   word   kiihiuui   for   a   sorcerer   or   priest;   it   is   in   other
Polynesian   dialects   fahiiiiga   or   fohuiij^a   or   tauii^^:;a,   and   Paumotan
has   tahntalin,   a   sorcerer;   it   is,   like   so   many   European   words,   and
still   more   Polynesian,   influenced   by   two   roots;   one   is   /(/////,   to
kindle,   to   make   a   burnt   ofifering,   from   the   root   //;/,   to   shine,   burn,
tapii,   sacred;   the   other   is   tolin,   to   draw   out,   teach,   prophesy,   (Ainu
tusu,   to   prophesy,   Latin   diiccrc,   to   draw   out,   cdncarc,   to   teach).
There   is   a   corresponding-   word   in   the   European   tongue  ;   it   is   in
German   Zaiibcr,   a   sorcerer,   in   Old   Norse   taiifr,   in   Old   Saxon
fouferc:   this   is   probably   at   first   from   a   root   Jiii   to   oiTer   a   sacrifice,
to   perform   a   sacred   service;   this   appears   in   Anglo-Saxon   hiisl,   an
ofifering',   the   origin   of   Hamlet's   "uiihoitsclled,   umiiiclcd,"   but   the
prefix   ta   or   to   being   added,   the   other   function   of   a   priest,   that   of
educating-   drew   in   the   influence   of   the   root   tiik,   to   guide,   teach,
which   we   see   in   our   word   education.   (2)   Polynesian   whafu,   a
stone,   has   another   form   [^afii,   to   strike,   the   source   of   the   Maori
patupatu,   a   club,   a   stone   striker;   this   is   evidently   from   pa,   to   strike,
and   t\i,   to   be   strong   or   stiiT.   In   the   European   languages   there   is   the
word   represented   by   English   bat   and   batlet;   the   English   battle   and
combat   are   from   the   same,   but   through   French   from   Lx)w   Latin
i.   e.   Latinised   Teutonic   bafiiere,   from   batu,   to   strike,   and   that   is

from   the   same   two   roots,   ba,   to   strike,   and   /;/,   strong.   (3)   The
Hawaiian   awiki.   to   hasten   (ec[ual   to   ■zciki  )   ;   this   is   from   two   roots,
77',   to   be   quick,   as   in   a-a'i-a'i,   to   hasten,   and   ki,   to   go.   The   French
T77r   =   (iuick   and   I'if,   lively   or   alive.   The   English   quick   which
also   means   to   be   alive,   is   from   a   root   z'i,   to   be   alive,   which   appears
in   Latin   c'ii'cre   and   ki   or   kz'i.   to   hasten,   to   have   energy.   (Compare
root   /,   to   go,   Latin   ire.  )   This   77'   or   kvi   or   ki,   to   be   strong,   is
practically   the   same   as   vi   or   /,   to   live  ;   it   appears   as   /   in   Tahitian
and   Paumotan   t'o/,   to   be,   to   exist,   and   in   jNIaori   toi,   life;   (compare
Latin   (7r77////^English   e-c'cr):   this   -c'ai   appears   in   the   Polynesian
word     for    spirit,     soul,    ghost,     vairua,     which     properly     means    ''the
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(loiihlc   or   second   existence.'"   In   Maori   we   have   the   (hi])lication   of
:».'(?/   in   :^'ai:cai   meaning   "eneriiy,"   "intellectual   f(n-ce."'   The   root   /
ai)])ears   also   in   the   Polynesian   io,   "the   sonl,"   and   in   the   I   lawaiian
10.   realil\,   truth.   (4)   The   last   exami)le   I   shall   take   is   the   word

ntnia.   a   house,   which   has   heen   almost   driven   out   of   Polynesian   hy
the   word   wliarc,   (flawaiian   hale,   Samcxm   falc),   i)rohahly   hecause
it   was   the   name  or   ])art   of   the   name  of   some  kint^   c^r   chief   and  had
hecome   tapit:   we   find   it   in   Maori   hiruiiia.   an   outhouse,   in   Tahitian

fai'ctiiniiiia,   an   out-house,   and   in   Samoan   Iiimii.   a   preposition   mean-
ing-  "in   front   of"  ;   this   last   shows   the   original   sense   of   the   w^ord

"space"  :   it   was   the   space   in   front   of   a   temple   or   a   chief's   house,
(wdience   a   cliief's   breakfast   was   called   Juuiaava,   i.   e.   the   drinking   of
ai'a   before   his   house)   ;   from  this   it   came  to   be   used  for   "in   front   of."

It   goes   away   west,   varying   in   form   in   both   senses   of   "space"   or
"cultivated   plot"   or   "house."   In   Java   iiina   is   an   unirrigated   rice
field   in   the   mountains,   wlfilst   nnna   means   "a   house."   In   Malekula   in

the   Newf   Hebrides   wdien   they   make   a   new   garden   in   the   forest   it   is
called   nma:   and   right   up   the   Malay   peninsula   into   Assam   "ituio"
is   the   name   aj^plied   to   cutting   a   space   in   the   forest   by   felling   the
trees   and   burning   the   bush   in   order   to   sow   seeds   or   plant   tubers.
Now^   in   English   we   have   the   word   "room"   meaning   "space,"   (the
older   sense),   and   "apartment,"   originally   "house";   this   in   Gothic
was   ntinas,   free   space,   German   Raum.   Old   Norse   and   Anglo-Saxon
riiiu  :   this   meant   originally   "a   space   cut   in   the   forest   for   cultivation"
as   is   seen   in   the   Latin   rns,   "the   open   country".   The   first   form   w^as
rao,   as   is   seen   in   German   "Raiiiii."   The   derivation   is   from   the   root
I'll,   to   fell,   cut   down,   seen   in   such   words   as   Latin   rnina,   downfall,
and   dinicrc,   to   pull   down,   and   the   affix   ma.   In   Polynesian   it   is   also
derived   from   the   root   ru,   to   strike,   to   shake,   to   scatter,   and   the   most
common   of   all   substantival   affixes  —  uia.   Whilst   there   exists   also   in
Polynesian   the   word   raorao,   meaning   "an   open   space   free   from
trees,"   (Samoan)   a   part   of   the   bush   cleared   for   a   plantation,   ninw
does   not   exist   in   Sanskrit.

These   are   specimens   taken   at   random   out   of   many   hundreds,
if   not   thousands.   With   such   wealth   of   affinity   in   the   words   and
roots,   such   similarity   in   the   original   range   of   sounds   and   in   the
sound-laws   between   Polynesian   and   primeval   Aryan,   it   is   difficult
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to   resist   the   conclusion    that    Pol}'nesian   came   from    Europe   many
thousands   of   years   ago.

It   looks   as   if   this   simple,   primeval   language   came   in   with   the
first-comers   in   the   old   stone   age.   the   potteryless   migration   that
alone   brought   women   into   the   central   and   eastern   Pacific.   For   it
has   remained   the   most   primitive   language   in   the   world   as   far   as
phonology   is   concerned,   it   is   the   women   that   mould   the   sound
range,   accent   and   pronunciation   of   a   language.   The   mothers   have
the   senses   of   their   children   completely   in   their   power   during   the
plastic   age   of   tlie   organs   of   speech,   from   one   to   seven  ;   they
dominate   the   phonology   as   they   dominate   the   household   arts   like
pottery  ;   whilst   the   men   have   the   vocabulary   in   their   hands,   its
scope   and   extensions.   It   seems   almost   inevital)le   then   that   the   main
features   of   the   Pc^lynesian   tongue,   especially   the   sound-range   and
the   sound-laws,   go   back   t(j   the   old   stone   age   in   Europe.   In   that
case   we   must   conclude   that   the   Aryan   language   started   on   its   career
from   twenty   to   twenty-five   thousand   years   ago,   and   that   philological
students   of   Latin   and   Greek   and   the   modern   European   languages
nuist   study   Polynesian   in   order   to   see   the   type   from   which   these
s])rung   and   the   final   analysis   of   their   words   and   roots.   This   long
period   of   time   is   necessary   to   explain   the   vast   extent   of   the   earth
over   which   first   Indo-European   had   spread   even   before   our   era.
and   the   still   greater   extent   over   which   Polynesian   elements   have

"spread.   Eoth   have   more   than   half   circled   the   world.   And   if   the
two   are   one,   we   have   the   most   extraordinary   language   that   the
world   has   seen.   And   out   of   the   divisions   of   it,   English   is   drawing
tovv'ards   becoming   as   nearly   the   universal   language   as   one   language
can   ever   be.   It   is   a   great   thing   to   have   for   one's   language   one   of   a
tv])e   tliat   has,   as   Polynesian   has.   traveled   across   half   the   world   by
land   and   then   doubled   back   as   far   bv   sea.
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